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Creating immune privilege: active
local suppression that benefits
friends, but protects foes
Andrew L. Mellor and David H. Munn

Abstract | Natural regulatory mechanisms prevent inappropriate immune activation
to self and innocuous foreign antigens. Here, we adapt the notion of immune
privilege, which was originally applied to transplanted tissues, to consider how
antigenic tumour cells and chronic pathogens might exploit natural regulatory
mechanisms to become non-immunogenic. This conceptual approach reveals new
mechanistic perspectives that may help to explain the paradoxical persistence of
tumours and chronic pathogens, and suggests new opportunities to improve
immunotherapy to treat these chronic inflammatory diseases.
The mammalian adaptive immune system
is equipped with potent effector mechanisms to eliminate pathogenic organisms
and infected cells. Counter-regulatory
mechanisms keep immune effector cells
under control during homeostasis and,
when activated by inflammation, minimize
collateral tissue damage caused by excessive
or inappropriate immune activation. Loss
of regulatory functions can be lethal or
reveal other layers of regulation, attesting
to the crucial need for multiple checks and
balances to control immune effector-cell
functions. Classically, unresponsiveness
to self antigens that is acquired in primary
lymphoid tissues and peripheral tissues
results in systemic tolerance (that is, no self
reactivity). Although contrary to the tenets
of the classical self–non-self hypothesis,
the immune system usually fails to mount
effective immunity to innocuous (commensal) organisms and environmental
allergens, which represent foreign antigens
(FIG.1). Active immunosuppression is crucial
in these settings as unresponsiveness to
foreign antigens is only partly explained
by physical barriers that prevent antigen
recognition. However, immunosuppressive
mechanisms also provide opportunities for
pathogens to block host immunity and a

paradoxical lack of effective immunity is
a contributory factor in chronic infectious
diseases that affect many people; for some
examples see BOX 1. Once established,
chronic infections are notoriously refractory to natural and vaccine-induced
immunity. Similar issues apply to cancer
because most (and perhaps all) tumour
cells express neo-antigens that are recognizable by T cells1, yet established tumours
are strikingly refractory to natural and
vaccine‑induced immunity.
How do these various antigenic insults
achieve a privileged immune status? In this
Opinion, we draw parallels with older observations from transplant biology showing
that certain tissues display intrinsic immune
privilege, defined as prolonged (or indefinite) survival of allografts that are placed at
these anatomical sites compared with other
locations. We adapt this original concept to
encompass all tissues where local immune
regulatory processes predominate over stimulatory processes when antigens are encountered. Our premise is that immunological
unresponsiveness to cancer and persistent
infections are, in part, indirect consequences
of the need to control the potentially lethal
consequences of unrestrained immunity to
innocuous substances.
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Key concepts in immune regulation
In this section, we consider key concepts
that are relevant to locally acquired immune
privilege, which will be applied when we
discuss cancer and chronic infections later in
this Opinion.

Antigenicity, immunogenicity and inflammation. Antigenicity (the ability to be
recognized by the adaptive immune system)
is necessary but not sufficient for immuno
genicity (the response to an antigenic
stimulus). Indeed, some antigenic challenges
actively suppress immunity (FIG. 1). Although
tissue inflammation stimulates adaptive
immunity, certain types of inflammation —
particularly excessive or chronic inflammation — paradoxically suppress immunity. In
general, inflammation induces compensatory
anti-inflammatory mechanisms (although
with built-in delays) that are essential to limit
potentially dangerous immune responses and
reduce collateral tissue damage. Therefore,
the traditional assumption that inflammation
enhances immunogenicity needs qualification: in some contexts, inflammation
stimulates active suppression.
Intrinsic and acquired immune privilege.
The notion of intrinsic immune privilege
was coined to explain observations that
donor allografts elicited adaptive immunity
of different potencies contingent on where
grafts were physically placed on recipients2.
Early studies focused on immune privilege
in the eye, central nervous system, testes and
placenta3–7. These sites were defined anatomically (that is, privilege was assumed to exist
at these sites because of their anatomic location). Waldmann and colleagues applied the
notion of immune privilege in considering
mechanisms that enhanced allograft survival
after immunotherapy8. We now build on this
notion by applying the concept of acquired
immune privilege to all local settings in
which antigens elicit unexpectedly weak or
no immune responses. Our hypothesis is that
acquired immune privilege is maintained by
active mechanisms that suppress responses
to antigens in local tissues and associated
lymph nodes. Although physical barriers that
restrict antigen presentation may complement
active regulation, even the classic ‘anatomic’
www.nature.com/reviews/immunol
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example of ocular immune privilege depends
on anterior-chamber-associated immune
deviation, an active suppressive process mediated by antigen-presenting cells (APCs) in the
spleen3,4. Likewise, the placenta is not impermeable to cellular traffic, and the maternal
immune system is actively suppressed to
prevent rejection of the fetal ‘allograft’9–14.
Moreover, liver transplants elicit surprisingly
weak alloresponses and may be actively
tolerogenic15, despite the absence of any
physical barriers in this setting. Therefore,
immune privilege is maintained by more than
physical barriers, and applies to more than the
few original sites.
By analogy to classical immune privilege,
we propose that acquired immune privilege
manifests locally (that is, the local site is
privileged, not any particular set of antigens).
However, acquired immune privilege is
a functional state, accessible to a range of
tissues, not an intrinsic physical attribute of
certain tissues. Because it is local, immune
privilege is distinct from systemic tolerance
(long-term antigen-specific unresponsiveness of the entire immune system), although
local suppression may create systemic
tolerance over time. Some specialized tissues
(such as the eyes) may be constitutively privileged to protect their functions. Other tissues
may change status according to circumstances. Therefore, regional lymph nodes that
drain mucosal surfaces may maintain suppressive niches during homeostasis16–18 but
permit immune responses during infections.
Moreover, skin infections (or immunization)
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usually elicit potent immune responses, but
skin becomes a suppressive niche during
wound healing and tumour progression19.
Hence, acquired immune privilege is not
absolute, and may be selective and exhibit
specificity by mechanisms that remain to be
resolved. Nevertheless, we propose that the
concept of acquired, local immune privilege
offers helpful insight into certain otherwise
puzzling aspects of the immunology of
tumours and chronic infections.
Natural immune-regulatory mechanisms.
As defined in this Opinion, acquired
immune privilege is a set of local mechanisms that suppress mature lymphocyte
responses to antigens encountered in
peripheral tissues. We do not consider
mechanisms that impose self tolerance
during lymphocyte development (for
example, thymic selection). Mature T cells
may encounter self antigens and foreign
antigens from innocuous sources, or from
dangerous pathogens and tumours. The
immune system must allow appropriate
responses (but limit their extent and
duration) while preventing inappropriate
immune activation. Local suppressive
mechanisms are particularly relevant in
tissues with large mucosal surfaces because
of the constant high risk of inappropriate
immune activation to foreign antigens and
commensal organisms encountered, even
under homeostatic conditions20. By contrast,
tissues of the central nervous system are not
routinely exposed to foreign antigens and
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Figure 1 | Immunogenic and non-immunogenic responses to antigenic
stimuli. Responses to
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tissue insults are accompanied by different types of inflammation that stimulate (immunogenic) or
suppress (non-immunogenic) effective immune responses. Evolution has equipped the immune system
with subtle mechanisms to discriminate between pathogenic and commensal microorganisms. These
mechanisms may be beneficial or cause undesirable (pathologic) clinical syndromes if exploited by
dangerous agents (cancers and pathogens), or if they become dysregulated (autoimmunity and allergic diseases). Horizontal arrows depict the goals of immunotherapeutic interventions to stimulate or
suppress immunity in particular disease settings, leading to clinically desirable outcomes.
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are highly sensitive to the damaging effects
of inflammation. These considerations suggest that immune suppression — similar to
effector mechanisms21 — must be tailored
and responsive to local conditions.
Mechanisms of acquired immune privilege
In this section we discuss potential
checkpoints in the process of mounting
an immune response (FIG. 2) when local
immune privilege may be established and
maintained by activating a range of regulatory mechanisms (TABLE 1). However, for
the purpose of this discussion, we consider
T‑cell regulation only, focusing primarily
on control mechanisms employed by regulatory dendritic cells (DCs) and forkhead
box P3 (FOXP3)+CD4+CD25+ regulatory T
(TReg) cells.

Checkpoint 1: local inflammatory responses
to tissue insults. Healthy tissues may act as
de facto privileged sites because they lack
pro-inflammatory or ‘danger’ signals22,23.
In general, any tissue insult induces some
degree of local inflammation, consisting
of the influx and activation of immune
cells, increased cytokine production,
altered cell differentiation and metabolic
stress responses, and perhaps unmasking
of normally cryptic antigens. However,
inflammation does not automatically promote an immune response — some forms
of inflammation appear to actively suppress
antigen-specific responses by the adaptive
immune system.
For example, during infections, Toll-like
receptor (TLR) ligands herald the presence
of microorganisms. But the immune system
must discriminate between pathogenic
invasion and beneficial commensal microorganisms at mucosal surfaces24 — both
induce inflammation and introduce foreign
antigens and TLR ligands, yet in some
settings TLR ligands provoke immuno
suppressive and tolerogenic responses25,26.
This process of discrimination is not well
understood, and may reflect subtle features
of inflammation (for example, the type and
variety of TLRs engaged), or modulation of
outcomes by pathogen-specific TReg cells.
From a functional standpoint, the dual
(‘yin–yang’) nature of tissue inflammation
may in part reflect a need for counter-regulation to restrain self-amplifying immune
reactions. However, more fundamental
processes may also be at work. Any healing
wound inevitably releases self antigens and
also generates inflammation. Yet a sterile
healing wound, although inflamed, is nevertheless a site where tolerance to released self
volume 8 | january 2008 | 75
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antigens must be maintained. Therefore, not
all inflammation is immunogenic — some
types may need to be suppressive.
Checkpoint 2: DC maturation and migration to local draining lymph nodes. When
fully mature, DCs are uniquely specialized
to present processed antigens (such as
peptide–MHC complexes) to stimulate
robust antigen-specific effector T‑cell
responses. Immature (or ‘resting’) tissue
DCs also migrate to draining lymph nodes27,
but they exhibit weak T‑cell-stimulatory
functions28, and may induce tolerance29,30.
These attributes have classically been
attributed to antigen presentation without
co-stimulation (‘signal 1 without signal 2’);
however, as discussed by Reis e Sousa,
even mature DCs with high expression of
co-stimulatory molecules are sometimes
suppressive and tolerogenic, implying a
more active immunosuppressive role for
DCs27. The molecular mechanisms under
lying such active suppression have not been
fully defined, but they include secretion
of the regulatory cytokines interleukin‑10
(IL‑10) or transforming growth factor‑β
(TGFβ), expression of FAS ligand (FASL),
programmed cell death 1 ligand (PDL1; also
known as CD274) and PDL2, or intracellular enzymes with immunoregulatory effects,
such as indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase

(IDO), arginase or inducible nitric-oxide
synthase (iNOS) in certain settings31–35.
Although DCs are present in all tissues
(albeit in small numbers) they display
distinctive features depending on the tissue
type and their state of activation. In certain
settings, small populations of specialized
DCs acquire potent T‑cell regulatory
functions that can predominate over the
stimulatory functions of all other APCs,
including other DCs. For example, when
suitably stimulated, some DCs in humans
and mice are competent to express IDO
(which catabolizes the essential amino
acid tryptophan), and this endows DCs
with potent T‑cell regulatory functions31.
Importantly, regulatory IDO+ DCs do not
sequester antigens or fail to present them.
Instead, IDO activity in DCs alters the context in which antigens are presented, so that
activated T cells die (by apoptosis), become
anergic or differentiate into TReg cells
instead of undergoing clonal expansion and
differentiating into effector cells36–39.
The underlying molecular mechanisms
that modify T‑cell responses to antigens are
only starting to emerge. For example, aminoacid catabolism by certain APCs that express
IDO or arginase can stimulate the cellular
GCN2 (general control non-depressible 2)kinase-dependent stress response in naive
T cells and mature, functionally quiescent

Box 1 | Selected human pathogens that may create immune privilege
By creating immune privilege, pathogens can establish local microenvironments in which host
immunity is not permitted, even if immunity to pathogenic antigens manifests systemically
following natural infection or vaccine therapy. To eradicate chronic infections it might be
necessary to block the local suppression that maintains immune privilege, as well as activate
pathogen-specific immunity. However, interfering with mechanisms that allow a host–pathogen
‘stand-off’ could have undesirable effects, such as autoimmunity or excessive immunity leading to
tissue pathology.

HIV‑1 and hepatitis C virus
These viruses elicit robust immune responses that reduce viral loads but fail to eradicate the virus
completely, even though the host remains fully immunocompetent for long periods after the initial
infection. Certain types of virus-infected cells may form reservoirs that are highly refractory to
natural and vaccine-induced immunity. Viral persistence causes chronic disease that is eventually
lethal, destroying the immune system (HIV‑1) or liver (hepatitis C virus).
Mycobacteria tuberculosis, Listeria monocytogenes and Toxoplasma gondii
These microorganisms typically infect mucosal tissues, forming granulomatous lesions with
organized structures containing host cells, such as macrophages and dendritic cells. Granulomas
may contain infections or protect pathogens from host immunity, or both. Disrupting granulomas
to break immune privilege may re-activate dormant infections, which could make pathogens more
vulnerable to immunotherapy, or allow excessive host immunity leading to tissue pathology.
Plasmodium spp. and Leishmania major
Some protozoan parasites of the genus Plasmodium can undergo a period of latency in the host’s
liver and can cause malaria relapse when re-activated. Immune privilege may help to protect
parasites during latency, and weaken host immune responses during parasite re-activation.
L. major propagates in highly localized skin lesions following insect (sandfly) bites, and may create
local immune privilege involving host regulatory T‑cell suppressor functions and interleukin‑10mediated suppression.
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TReg cells (FIG. 3), leading to active bystander
suppression37–40. These considerations
highlight some of the complexities of DC
immunobiology, especially when evaluating
DC functions in vivo. Nevertheless, the key
point is that DCs are specialized to collate
local contextual information that determines
how DCs present antigens to either suppress
or stimulate immune responses.
Checkpoint 3: antigen presentation and T‑cell
activation in lymph nodes. T‑cell priming
occurs in tissue-draining lymph nodes and
involves vanishingly small numbers of DCs,
T cells and (in some settings) TReg cells. This
event represents an ideal control point to
maximize the impact on subsequent immune
outcomes. Under homeostatic conditions,
there may be an innate bias towards immune
suppression in draining lymph nodes. For
example, lymph nodes draining the pancreas
or ovary contain TReg cells that potently suppress responses against pancreatic or ovarian
antigens16,17, and lymph nodes from mucosal
surfaces may create constitutively suppressive
niches18. However, little is known about how
these lymph nodes are pre-conditioned to be
suppressive.
An important factor controlling T‑cell
responses is the local balance of stimulatory
versus suppressive APCs. Certain types
of DCs, or DCs at particular differentiation states, present antigens in a manner
that results in T‑cell tolerance rather than
immunity41. If the local balance of APCs
favours suppression (particularly if active
and dominant) then tissue antigens will not
evoke an immune response — functionally,
the tissue is immune privileged. One of
the most potent ways in which DCs can
create immunosuppression is by activating
TReg cells42,43. Thus, DCs from tolerized
allograft recipients or from tumour-bearing
hosts can create potent immunosuppression by the activation of TReg cells8,39,44. Mice
with chronic Leishmania major infection
possess expanded TReg-cell populations in
lesion-draining lymph nodes45. Similarly,
tumour-draining lymph nodes contain
increased numbers of TReg cells46,47 and
TReg cells are also crucial regulators of transplant rejection48. The mechanism by which
certain DCs preferentially activate TReg cells
is not well understood. It may reflect a
preferential association between TReg cells
and particular DCs, such as plasmacytoid
DCs49, or it may occur more generally
when any DC presents antigen in a certain
milieu (for example, in the presence of
TGFβ, IL‑10 or other regulatory cytokines).
From the perspective of immune privilege,
www.nature.com/reviews/immunol
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Figure 2 | Potential regulatory checkpoints that create and maintain
immune privilege in local tissue microenvironments. Tissue insults
induce the release of antigen that provokes downstream immune effector
and regulatory responses. Immediate inflammatory responses may elaborate immune stimulatory and counter-regulatory mechanisms (checkpoint 1). Migratory dendritic cells (DCs) may deliver antigens to draining
lymph nodes in an immune stimulatory or suppressive manner (checkpoint 2). Draining lymph nodes may be pre-conditioned to allow or suppress T‑cell responses contingent on the established status of the lymph

however, the key point is that even a small
population of DCs may create potent and
dominant local immunosuppression if they
are able to activate TReg cells.
Checkpoint 4: regulation of effector cells at
tissue sites. Even if immune effector cells are
elicited and migrate to tissues, they may still
succumb to dominant regulatory processes in
these microenvironments. Local suppressive
mechanisms may pre-exist, or may be elicited
by inflammation. In the case of local suppression mediated by TReg cells, the effects may
even include a degree of antigen specificity
(that is, some local responses are allowed and
some are suppressed), although how TReg cells
achieve such discrimination is not understood50. Overall, the balance between regulatory and effector mechanisms may be finely
tuned to local conditions. For example, at the
centre of an active infection the balance may
favour immunity, whereas at the margins
of the infected area counter-regulation may

node and on inflammatory cues received from lesion sites (checkpoint 3).
Once elicited, effector T cells that circulate back to tissue lesions may be
prevented from functioning by trafficking barriers or physiologic blockade
of T‑cell effector functions by regulatory cells
orReviews
suppressor
factors
Nature
| Immunology
(checkpoint 4). Systemic tolerance imposed by the thymus may contribute
to local suppression via TReg cells that suppress autoimmunity or arise as a
consequence of sustained local suppression. Potential checkpoints in
which regulatory functions might predominate over effector functions to
suppress afferent or efferent immune responses are indicated.

predominate to limit collateral damage. The
key point that is relevant to immune privilege
is that robust systemic immunity will not be
efficacious where it matters if local micro
environments exclude or inhibit effector cells.
Immune privilege in cancer and infections
In this section we apply the concept of
acquired immune privilege to cancer and
chronic infections. Viewing these disorders
as pathologic examples of acquired immune
privilege may provide new perspectives on
therapeutic strategies.

Cancer. Tumours and associated parenchymal (stromal and recruited immune)
cells establish robust immune privilege long
before clinical manifestation, such that natural and artificial (vaccine induced) tumourspecific immunity can be completely blocked.
Because immune surveillance mechanisms
eliminate many developing tumours51, those
that survive to form mature tumours have
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evaded immune surveillance. As all solid
tumours begin as small clusters of cells at
one location, developing tumours do not
need to create tolerance systemically — local
immune privilege will suffice. Over time,
local suppression may generalize, reducing
systemic immunity to tumour antigens and
thereby weakening immunological barriers
that might otherwise protect against tumour
metastasis. The key first step, however, and
the hallmark of all successful tumours is local
suppression of tumour-specific immune
responses.
In terms of the checkpoints described
above, developing tumours may provoke
local inflammation, and inflammation
appears to contribute to the growth of the
tumour52. However, tumours generally do
not elicit the classical ‘calor (heat), rubor
(redness), dolor (pain)’ response — the
hallmark of acute inflammation. Instead,
most tumours elicit the more subtle chronic
inflammation of macrophage-driven tissue
volume 8 | january 2008 | 77
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remodelling and wound healing. Thus, it is
possible that developing tumours may elicit
similar suppressive mechanisms, and benefit
from the same functional privilege, as natural
tissue repair (checkpoint 1). Therefore,
the role of inflammation in tumorigenesis
may be complex. APCs from tumour micro
environments show constitutive defects in
T‑cell stimulation53, implying that APCs
are immature or are actively suppressive
(checkpoints 2 and 3). Developing tumours
might selectively recruit suppressive APCs or
convert stimulatory APCs into suppressors.
In either case, local APCs may then migrate
to draining lymph nodes and present tumour
antigens in a suppressive manner to T cells54.
Known suppressor mechanisms in tumourdraining lymph nodes include IDO, PDL1
and/or PDL2 and TReg cells, although it is
doubtless that other mechanisms exist. This
concept may explain how developing tumours
evade immune surveillance and why tumour
antigens released after chemotherapy typically fail to provoke protective immunity55.
Perhaps even more disconcertingly, once
tumours have established local immune
privilege, vaccination with tumour antigens
may expand TReg cells that block the ability
of vaccine-induced effector T cells to attack
tumour cells in local microenvironments
where tumours reside56. This has potentially
important implications for designing effective
tumour-vaccine strategies.

Tumours are also highly effective in
establishing local immunosuppression that
blocks the effector functions of tumourinfiltrating T cells (checkpoint 4). Factors
from tumour cells and host stromal cells
(for example, CD11b+ macrophages,
myeloid-derived suppressor cells and
other cell types) might inhibit effector T‑cell functions by modulating the
cross‑presentation of tumour antigens57
and via active suppression58,59. Examples
of mediators of active suppression include
TReg cells, FASL, PDL1 and/or PDL2, IDO,
arginase and immunosuppressive cytokines
(TABLE 1). Functionally, these local mechanisms preserve the tumour as a privileged
site, even if all preceding checkpoints
are circumvented. This robust multilevel
local suppression might explain why even
cancer immunotherapies that succeed in
inducing systemic immune responses are
only rarely accompanied by significant
clinical effects on tumours. Some chemotherapeutic agents may reduce TReg-cell
numbers at tumour sites, and increase the
immunogenicity of dying tumour cells60,
thus providing potential opportunities
to induce effective anitumoral immune
responses. However, TReg cells quickly
reappear in tumour microenvironments
following chemotherapy, and tumours
appear to quickly re-establish the same
locally privileged status that nurtured their

original development. Hence, delivering chemotherapy in combination with
therapies designed to transiently disrupt
this local immune privilege may be more
effective than either alone. Likewise,
because host stromal cells can actively
suppress immune responses while supporting tumour growth, targeting cytotoxic
T lymphocytes to attack both the stroma
and the tumour may also be a promising
therapeutic approach61.
Chronic infections. Chronic infections
(BOX 1) present an immunological paradox:
how do certain pathogenic microorganisms — sources of foreign antigens and
TLR ligands that should stimulate immune
responses — persist in immunocompetent
individuals? Similar to tumours, we propose
that certain pathogens have evolved effective strategies to co-opt natural regulatory
mechanisms to create immune privilege.
Regarding inflammation (checkpoint 1),
granulomatous inflammation is the hallmark
of certain chronic infections. Granulomas
are highly organized structures that consist
of pathogens, infected cells and other host
cells that can serve to physically ‘wall off ’
infections. Granulomas do not eradicate the
microorganism, and granulomatous inflammation can be intensely immunosuppressive.
Indeed, classic granulomatous diseases such
as tuberculosis and leprosy can result in

Table 1 | Local regulatory mechanisms that suppress immunity and tissue inflammation

Regulatory cell type

Potential regulatory mechanisms

Regulatory consequence

Tumour-associated macrophages,
myeloid-derived suppressor cells

IDO, arginase (via GCN2), iNOS, anti-oxidants,
glucocorticoids and prostaglandins

Inhibition of effector T-cell functions

61

Induced metabolic stress responses

32

Immature DCs (alternatively
activated DCs)

Poor co-stimulation (signal 1 not signal 2)

T-cell anergy and/or apoptosis

28

Deviated T-cell responses

41

Regulatory DCs

IDO (via GCN2 or catabolites); negative costimulation

T-cell anergy and/or apoptosis

31

(de novo) regulatory T-cell differentiation

44

(pre-formed) regulatory T-cell activation

71

Down-regulation of effector functions

72

Effector T cells

CTLA4 (negative signals)

Refs

TH cells

TH2 cells and TH3 cells

Differential help, cytokines (suppression of TH1 cells )

21

FOXP3+ regulatory T cells

IL-10, TGFβ, altered APC functions
(decommissioning), (reverse signalling via
CTLA4, GITR)

T-cell suppression, reduced T-cell–APC interactions

42

Reduced inflammation

73

IFNγ (IDO, iNOS)

Altered APC functions (decommissioning)

74

Regulatory B cells (CD5 )

IL-10, TGFβ

Reduced inflammation; suppression of effector
T cells

75

Stromal (parenchymal) cells
(epithelial and/or endothelial cells)

FAS/FASL, IFNs and IDO

Cell death (apoptosis), cell-cycle arrest,

34

Cell stress responses

61

PD1-mediated T-cell exhaustion

35

Invariant NKT-cells
+

PDL1 and PDL2 expression

APC, antigen-presenting cell; CTLA4, cytotoxic T-lymphocyte antigen 4; DC, dendritic cell; FASL, FAS ligand; FOXP3, forkhead box P3; GCN2, general control non-depressible 2;
GITR, glucocorticoid-induced tumour-necrosis-factor-receptor-related protein; IDO, indolamine 2,3-dioxygenase; IL-10, interleukin-10; IFNs, interferons; iNOS, inducible nitricoxide synthetase; PD1, programmed cell death 1; PDL1, programmed cell death 1 ligand; TGFβ, transforming growth factor-β; TH, T helper.
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systemic anergy. Even when infections induce
more ‘acute’ inflammatory responses, the
nature of the inflammation might actually
suppress a sterilizing host immune response.
For example, acute Leishmania major infection elicits local IL‑10 production62,63, which
limits collateral damage during the initial
infection, but is also immunosuppressive
and allows the pathogen to persist64. Further,
it has been proposed that L. major actively
recruits and expands TReg cells, which may be
pathogen-specific and contribute to pathogen persistence45,65,66. This scenario is analogous to a recent report showing that tumours
can also stimulate tumour-specific TReg
cells56. Such scenarios may help to explain
why it is difficult to provoke effective immunity in patients with established chronic
infections using vaccines. As vaccines are
designed to mimic key attributes of natural
infection (particularly inflammation), it
will be important to ensure that vaccines,
whether prophylactic or therapeutic, do not
inadvertently elicit the type of inflammation
that suppresses host immunity to pathogens.
What factors might contribute to the local
immunosuppression that protects pathogens from host immunity (checkpoint 4)?
Granulomas have highly organized boundaries that contain many host cells, such as
macrophages, DCs and TReg cells, which are
potentially immunosuppressive. For example,
many DCs that surround the granulomas
caused by infection with Listeria monocy‑
togenes express IDO, one implication being
that these cells may suppress T‑cell responses
specific for pathogens67, although IDO might
also confer beneficial antimicrobial functions. Granulomas might benefit the host
because they effectively cocoon infected areas
and create a stable host–pathogen ‘stand-off ’
that might be preferable to chronic, destructive inflammation. Nevertheless, areas within
and around granulomas are functionally
immune privileged, which might allow
pathogens to persist.
What about chronic infections that do
not create granulomas? Speculatively, some
pathogens may persist by creating privileged microenvironments via physiologic
mechanisms that do not require formation
of granulomatous structures. In these cases,
molecular and biochemical barriers may
suffice to shield infected cells from immune
destruction. In light of this, it is noteworthy
that HIV activates the IDO mechanism in
macrophages and DCs68,69, a response that
may render HIV-infected cells resistant to
HIV-specific T cells. Whether regulatory
APCs actually create single-cell sanctuaries
in vivo is unknown — if verified, it suggests
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Figure 3 | Regulatory APCs may suppress T‑cell responses by inducing
metabolic
stress in
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naive and TReg cells that respond to antigen. Antigen-presenting cells (APCs) that express
indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase (IDO) or arginase deplete tryptophan (Trp) or arginine (Arg) in T cells,
increasing uncharged tRNA levels, which then activate the ribosomal stress-response kinase GCN2
(general control non-derepressible 2) in naive or forkhead box P3 (FOXP3)+CD4+CD25+ regulatory T
(TReg) cells that recognize antigen on APCs. Together with antigen-specific activation signals via the
T‑cell receptor (TCR) and co-stimulatory molecule CD28 (signal 1 and signal 2), induced metabolic
stress responses may cause naive and TReg cells to undergo the regulatory cellular responses indicated
in the text boxes. Additionally, amino-acid catabolites may alter T‑cell and TReg-cell responses to
antigen-specific activation70. APCs themselves might undergo similar stress responses, which could
alter their phenotypic and functional characteristics70.

a new set of molecular targets for evicting
pathogens that create immune privilege.
Future prospects
Improving the success rate of immunotherapy
will depend on elucidating the fundamental
mechanisms by which certain sites and locations are shielded from effective immune
responses. The concept of acquired immune
privilege describes how local suppression
that is mediated by specialized regulatory
cells may have potent and dominant effects
on immune functions at specific sites. This
concept emphasizes the need to develop new
methods to study immune responses in situ,
in the actual tissues subjected to antigenic and
inflammatory insults, rather than systemically
in peripheral blood or spleen. The presence
of robust local physiological barriers that
suppress immune effector functions means
that therapies must target mechanisms
that establish and maintain local immune
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privilege. Obviously, global disruption of
all immune privilege might lead to auto
immunity; nevertheless, it may be clinically
beneficial to disrupt the pathological form
of acquired local privilege that develops
in cancer and certain chronic infections.
Otherwise, even successful stimulation of
systemic immunity against particular target
antigens may not yield clinical benefits where
it matters — at the privileged local sites where
tumours and persistent pathogens thrive.
Even worse, therapies that do not target local
immune privilege may reinforce pre-existing
functional suppression and tolerance making
patients more, rather than less, susceptible to
these chronic disease states.
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